
SKIRTING BOARDS



FREEDOM BEGINS AT HOME!
COMPREHENSIVE SOLUTIONS
FOR YOUR BUSSINESS

VOX Capital Group specializes in creating complementary solutions for constructing 
and arranging houses, flats and public buildings. We operate based on the idea of 
the Human Touch, which focuses on people and their needs. 
Therefore our products are designed with a�ention to detail, quality and 
functionality. The strategy of VOX brand is to provide customers with comprehensive 
solutions – stylistically matched wall systems and claddings, doors and floors
and furniture.





ESTILO





ESTILO SKIRTING BOARD
MADE UP BEAUTIFULLY
When constructing the ESTILO ski�ing board, we thought not 
only about what it would look like in a room and how it would 
work in the enviroment, but also about what it would look like in 
a few years and what else it would add to the interior. ESTILO is 
modern yet simple, so it suits both classic and bolder interiors. 
Made of MDF, it is a high quality ski�ing board, and once 
installed it will be indestructible for many years, it will not fall 
off the wall. It is the first MDF ski�ing board on the market to 
provide such a robust installation. It also has an in-built cable 
routing chamber. ESTILO's flexibilty alows it to cope with the 
wall irregularities, and fits pe�ectly to the wall. Thanks to its 
special protection, the ESTILO ski�ing board does not absorb 
water and does not deform under its influence. Easy to install: 
just place the board on the wall, drill the holes and fasten it 
using quick-fixing pins. Easy to connect in corners: just cut it at 
the right angle or use special accessories. An impressive easy 
to fit ski�ing board.

ADVANTAGES

moisture resistant

unprecedented installation
durable, fast and aesthetic

flexibility allows fastening to 
uneven walls

cable chamber

impact strenght

LOGISTIC DATA

E 101, E 201, E 301, E 401, E 501, E 601, E 701 x 10



COLOURS
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ESQUERO

6,66 cm

2,19 cm





ESQUERO SKIRTING BOARD
ULTIMATE EXCELLENCE
The ESQUERO ski�ing board has something in it that makes the 
interior more stylish. This something is a result of several 
impo�ant features: the height of 6.66 cm, making ESQUERO the 
highest ski�ing board in the range; a simple form that matches 
any interior; colour range matching the colours of the floors 
most commonly used in Europe; and a place to hide electrical 
wires.
If we add to that easy assembly and an optimum price for such 
a high quality, then we get the best ending of this text and the 
best finish of each wall.

ADVANTAGES

pe�ect masking and protection 
against dust

a wide range of colours

quick and intuitive installation cable chamber

pe�ectly matching 
accessories

LOGISTIC DATA

x 30 x 28

x 840



FINISHINGS

outside corner

inside corner

cover cap

hammer plugconnector

COLOURS

603 Californian Platan

607 Mexican Platan

611 Mountain Pine

601 White

605 West Platan

609 Plain Pine

606 Gnarled Oak

610 Acorn Oak

602 Arizona Platan 604 Platan Bianco

608 Red Oak

612 Cork Oak



ESQUERO DUO

5,55 cm

2,19 cm





ADVANTAGES

a wide range of colours quick and intuitive installation

tightness and protection against 
dust

pe�ectly matching 
accessories

cable chamber

LOGISTIC DATA

x 30 x 31

x 930

ESQUERO DUO
SMALL DETAIL , GREAT EFFECT
The ESQUERO DUO ski�ing board is refined in every detail. It is
a modern rectangular board with slightly rounded edges, which 
pe�ectly fits the wall and floor, hiding any su�ace roughness.
The board is equipped with an easily accessible duct for 
electrical wires – to get to the wires hidden in the ski�ing 
board, you just need to pull aside the panel along the board.
ESQUERO DUO has a full range of colours and finishing 
accessories. Aesthetics: you can choose from 12 designs, 
including a range of oak, rosewood or walnut, which replicate 
the colour and grain effects of wood.
The ski�ing board offers intuitive assembly, which does not 
require specialized tools.



hammer plug

outside corner

inside corner

653 Alabaster Oak652 Arctic Oak651  Argento Vivo

657 Merbau Grey656 Elm Grey655 Tennessee Oak

661 Brasilian Rosewood660 Tabacco Oak659 American Nut

650  White

654 Bleached Platan

658 Amber Oak

COLOURS

FINISHINGS

cover cap

connector



IZZI MAX

2,2 cm

6,5 cm





pe�ect masking and protection 
against dust

a wide range of colours

ADVANTAGES

instant and intuitive 
installation

ski�ing boards dedicated
to premium floors

unlimited cable replacement

painting and wallpapering without 
stripping down

cable accessories 

IZZI MAX – WELL ADAPTED TO 
THE WALL AND TO YOUR HOME 
BUDGET
The IZZI MAX ski�ing board knows its place in the house – not 
only does it look great, it does not need to be removed during 
renovation works – you can paint or paper the walls without 
dismantling it.
It is a ski�ing board for those who know that it is possible to 
find good quality, good design and good price.
High quality ski�ing at a low price!



cables accessories

FINISHINGS

COLOURS

901 Oak Bianco

905 Oak Pendula

902 Oak Limestone

906 Sunny Oak

909 Oak Toscana 910 Marsh Oak

903 Steel Oak

907 Honey Oak 908 Autumn Oak

904 Oak Provance

LOGISTIC DATA  

x 35 x 28

x 980

hammer plug

outside corner

inside corner

cover cap

connector



IZZI

2,1 cm

5,5 cm





painting and wallpapering 
without stripping down

LOGISTIC DATA

x 36 x 32

x 1152

ADVANTAGES

a wide range of colours

instant and intuitive 
installation

pe�ect masking and protection 
against dust

unlimited cable replacement

cable accessories

IZZI SKIRTING BOARD
EVERYTHING IN THE RIGHT 
PLACE
It is our most popular ski�ing board, which is not that surprising 
at all – just take a closer look at the IZZI board.
It will hold a lot more electrical wires than other ski�ing boards, 
with ease of access at any time. IZZI board does not need to be 
disassembled when painting or papering the walls – you just 
need to pull aside the top panel.
It pe�ectly hides the wall roughness and protects it from dust.
And in addition to its practical features, there are also the 
aesthetic qualities of IZZI,  you can choose from a wide range
of colours, which includes the silvery Nature Effect option!



FINISHINGS

COLOURS

779 Wine Oak

7110 Sandy Oak

7120 Gnarled pine

7124 Oak Vintage

772 Maple Ha�lay

761 Ash Rustic

750 Iroko

728 Dark Oak

7113 White

776 Oak Discovery

7123 Flamming Oak

7109 Rocky Oak

771 Syberian Elm

760 Oak Classic

746 Greek Oak

721 Antic Oak

773 Polish Elm

788 Oak Graysland

7111 Corky Oak

7121 Natural Oa

7125 Light Oak

762 Milky Oak

758 Oak Mocca

730 Arizona Oak

774 Oak Liverpool

7108 Burgundian Oak

7112 Burgundian Oak

7122 Pine Cordoba

763 Argento

759 Honey Alder

734 Hikory Pasadena

cabel accessories

hammer plug

outside corner

inside corner 

cover cap

connector



MAGNUM

2,2 cm

6,5 cm





ADVANTAGES

a wide range of colours

quick and intuitive installation

unlimited cable replacement

ski�ing board dedicated to 
premium floors

painting and wallpapering without 
stripping down

cable accessories

LOGISTIC DATA

x 35 x 28

x 980

pe�ect masking and protection 
against dust

MAGNUM SKIRTING BOARD
HIGH BOARD OF HIGH QUALITY
It is a 6.5 cm high quality ski�ing board that fits well in large 
rooms with good quality flooring.
The latest technology applied in the MAGNUM board 
production ensures the pa�ern that pe�ectly imitates
the natural colouring and graining of wood.



FINISHINGS

COLOURS

801 Royal Ash

805 Oak Castellan

802 Oak Viconte

809 Sequoia Magnus 810 Colonial Oak

806 Oak Cantic

803 Boyar Oak

811 White

807 Noble Pine

804 Ducal Oak

808 Sycamore Noble

cable accessories

hammer plug

outside corner

inside corner

cover cap

connector



FLEX

2,1 cm

5,5 cm





ADVANTAGES

a wide range of colours quick installation

tightness and protection against 
dust

cable chamber

LOGISTIC DATA

x 36 x 43

x 1548

outside corner

inside corner

FLEX SKIRTING BOARD
SIMPLE CLASSIC
The FLEX ski�ing board with a cable routing chamber
is a classic board that can be easily fi�ed to match the floor 
thanks to a wide range of colours available and a pe�ectly 
designed finish system.
Classics always work well, and it works for many years.
FLEX is also good for your home budget, because it is a good 
ski�ing board at a good price.

FINISHINGS 

hammer plug

cover cap

connector



521 Antic Oak518 Oak Andante508 Dark Oak504 Marple

533 Flamming Oak530 Oak Arizona529 Oak Cordoba524 Light Pear

584 Lemon Oak582 Oak Citrin544 Oak Da�ord543 Royal Oak

5107 Oak Terra5106 Castle Oak

5103 Spain Oak5102 Norvegian Spruce5101 Siberian Oak585 Californian Oak                                           

5105 Oiled Oak5104 Andalusian Oak

5117 Eastern Platan5116 Oak Roma5115 Oak Sunset5114 Old Sycamore

5119 Oak Carrara5118 Bleached Alder

COLOURS 



Electrical accessories allow for aesthetic cable output from 
ski�ing boards MAGNUM, IZZI MAX and IZZI. These are the only 
ski�ing boards with give the ability to replace cables at any 
time, both during assembly and a�er. Using the cable 
accessories, arrange the zone next to ski�ing boards and we 
obtain a harmonious aesthetics of floor elements.

COLOURS

PRODUCT

3 35

32

Light BrownBeige

x 2 x 30 x 6

LOGISTIC DATA  

CABLES ACCESSORIES



Before cables accessories installation

A�er cables accessories installation



SKIRTING BOARD COMPARISON

material

length 

height

system of accessories

painting and wallpapering without stripping down  

unlimited cable replacement

pe�ect masking and dust protection

instant and intuitive installation

possibility of using cable accessories

water resistant

installation on a quick assembly pin

PVC

250 cm

ESQUERO

PVC

250 cm

6,5 cm 

MAGNUM

PVC

250 cm

6,5 cm 

IZZI MAX

PVC

250 cm

5,5 cm

IZZI

PVC

250 cm

5,5 cm

FLEX

6,66 cm 

PVCMDF

250 cm

ESQUERO
DUO

ESTILO

5,55 cm 

240 cm

6,5-11 cm 



MAGNUM, IZZI MAX, IZZI, FLEX, ESQUERO, ESQUERO DUO - finishings, skin package

MAGNUM, IZZI MAX, IZZI, FLEX, ESQUERO, ESQUERO DUO - finishings, box package

MAGNUM, IZZI MAX, IZZI, FLEX, ESQUERO, ESQUERO DUO, ESTILO - hammer plug, pack package

x 2 x 30 x 6 x 2 x 30 x 6

x 2 x 30 x 6 x 2x 2 x 30 x 6

x 25 x 40 x 25

MAGNUM, IZZI MAX, IZZI - cable accessories, skin package

x 2 x 30 x 6

x 25 x 40 x 25 x 40

x 25 x 40 x 25x 25 x 40

LOGISTIC DATA



17
50 cm

18

13 14 15

16

5

6 7 8 9 10

11 12
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INSTRUCTION FOR INSTALLATION

ESTILO
Assembly instructions without accessories.



ESQUERO/ ESQUERO DUO



25 cm - 50 cm

INSTRUCTION FOR INSTALLATION

IZZI/ IZZI MAX

43

21
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7

444

333
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222
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8

MAGNUM / FLEX

555

99



vox.pl

Profile VOX Sp. z o.o. sp.k.

Adres korespondencyjny Biura Zarządu VOX

ul. Bukowska 148, 60-197 Poznań 10840612 ULOTKA LISTWY MDF I PVC EN_A 01.2018


